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Abstract
In this paper we study the correlation between wirelength and routabil-
ity for standard-cell placement problem, under the modern place-and-
route environment. We present a placement tool namedDragon (version
2.1), and show its ability to produce good quality placement for designs
with high row utilization. Compared to an industrial placer and an aca-
demic state-of-the-art placer, Dragon can produce placement with better
routability and shorter total wirelength. We describe many novel algo-
rithmic details and implementation details of this placement tool. Ex-
perimental results show that minimizing wirelength improves routability
and layout quality.

1. Introduction
Standard-cell placement problem has drawn extensive research at-

tention in VLSI CAD area. One common classification for traditional
placement methods is to put them into four basic categories: min-cut
placement [1, 2], simulated annealing [3], analytical method [4, 5], and
force-directed approach [6]. However, recently proposed placement tools
rarely reside in any one of these categories. Most of them are more
or less hybrid models1. Four classical techniques, plus clustering and
flow-based method, frequently appear in these relatively new placement
algorithms [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18]. In addition to the above
approaches that address half-perimeter wirelength, many techniques are
proposed for timing [19, 20, 12, 21, 22, 23] and congestion [24, 25, 26]
optimization. Most of them are based on wirelength minimization.

Wirelength is the fundamental objective in standard-cell placement
problem. It is generally believed that a timing or congestion oriented
approach can hardly be successful without a good wirelength minimiza-
tion engine. The idea of timing driven placement is to reduce the wire-
lengths on certain paths instead of the total wirelength. A placement
with shorter total wirelength is relatively easier to be modified to meet
timing constraints. Similarly, a good placement with optimized wire-
length has a higher probability that its congested regions are relatively
smaller or less serious.

Our work is based on previous work of [14], in which a placement
frame work and the corresponding implementation are described. The
new contributions in this paper are: (a) We propose new algorithmic
details that improve the placement quality, and discuss details of the im-
plementation. (b) Unlike the previous work that focuses on estimated
wirelength in placement, in this work, we study the relationship be-
tween wirelength and routability in a real place-and-route enviroment.
The placement quality is evaluated by the layout quality after global and
detailed routing.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We introduce the
framework of our standard-cell placement tool in Section 2. In Section
3, we explain the relevant aspects of implementation, and present novel
algorithmic details. Section 4 shows the good quality of the placement
tool by comparing it with an industrial tool and an academic tool. We
conclude in Section 5.
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1Some exceptions are [7, 8] (pure min-cut) and [9] (analytical, with flow
method in detailed placement).

2. Framework of Our Placement Tool
The main placement flow consists of two parts: recursive bisection

and simulated annealing. These two techniques appeared very early in
the literature of standard-cell placement and have proven effective. The
recent advances in multilevel partitioning [27, 28] and their implemen-
tations imposed effects on the placement research in academia. Several
placement tools [7, 14, 8] were proposed based on them.

The given circuit is recursively partitioned along alternatively hori-
zontal and vertical cut line. The subcircuits after partitioning are as-
signed to rectangular bins. At some points a bin-based simulated an-
nealing (i.e. the moving objects are the subcircuits in the bins) is per-
formed to improve the current placement. Such a procedure terminates
when certain stop criteria (e.g. average number of cells per bin is less
than a given number) are satisfied. An adjustment step is then executed
to fit the current bin-based placement into row structures. The next step
is a cell-based simulated annealing. The bin structure still exists and the
cells are moved between the centers of bins. The locations of these cen-
ters can be changed during the annealing procedure. After that, the final
step simply spreads overlapped cells, and makes local improvement to
obtain the detailed placement.

3. Detailed Implementations
In this section, we present details of implementation for this place-

ment flow. Due to the space limitation, not every detail is showed with
support of experiment data. However, all of them are real problems we
have encountered and our conclusion comes from many experimental
runs.

3.1 Terminal Propagation

Terminal propagation is the essential technique to the success of min-
cut type placement. It leads to better bisection results for placement
compared to the purepartitioning. This is because terminal propagation
uses geometrical information of external terminals.

However, in our placement flow that combines partitioning and simu-
lated annealing, terminal propagation is not as important as it is in min-
cut placement flow. The reason is the following. In pure partitioning,
although wrong decisions for cells are likely to be made without con-
sideration of external terminals, these mistakes can be fixed in the later
annealing stages. In addition, ignoring external connections may entail
partitioner to focus on internal connections, leading to a better partition-
ing solution.

We conduct the following experiments to study terminal propagation
in both our flow and min-cut placement flow. Table 1 lists the final wire-
length comparison for different terminal propagation usages. Experi-
ments show that in our placement flow, it is better not to start terminal
propagation too early or too late. Some medium levels are more reason-
able points to start using terminal propagation.

3.2 From Bins to Rows

An inevitable problem for the bin based approach is the difference
between the number of rows in the design and the number of rows in
the bin grids2. Because of this limitation, previous experiments of bin
based approach were performed by the aid of detailed placer (e.g., [15]),

2Unbalanced partitioning (used in min-cut placement) does not apply
here, because bin annealing requires that all bins have roughly the same
size.



test circuit 1 test circuit 2
level wirelength level wirelength

1 4.316 1 4.560
2 4.328 2 4.521
3 4.322 3 4.608
4 4.264 4 4.508
5 4.305 5 4.503
6 4.311 6 4.582
7 4.329 7 4.492

Table 1: Wirelength and runtime comparison for placement using
different terminal propagation strategies in partitioning. level indi-
cates at which placement level we start using terminal propagation
in partitioning. Wirelengths are in meters. Every entry is the aver-
age value from three placement runs.

or on the benchmarks that have 64 or 128 rows (e.g., [14]). We devise a
simple-but-effective adjustment step and put it before the cell annealing
process. The basic idea is to merge all the cells within the same column
in the bin grids, and then evenly divide them into rows.

This adjustment step does not consider connections between cells,
rendering quality loss of wirelength. In experiments we observed about
3% worse wirelength after this adjustment step A flow-based algorithm
could be used for this specific problem and lead to better solution. How-
ever, minor loss of quality in this step is acceptable since the following
cell annealing will cover the loss.

3.3 Cell Annealing with Bin Structure

We propose a new approach at the cell annealing stage. Specifically,
we allow cell moves between bins while changing the centers of bins.
Fig. 1 explains the difference between this method and previous ap-
proaches. In the figure, (a) and (b) were used in [19]; (c) was used in
[11, 14]; (d) is the new method in our approach.

Cluster swapping
(b) Flat annealing(a) Variable−width clusters

Cell swapping

Cell swapping
(c) Regular bins

Cell swapping
(d) Variable−width bins

Fig. 1: Comparison between different move types in simulated an-
nealing. (a),(b),(c) are previously used methods and (d) is our new
approach.

In (a), cell clusters, not cells are swapped during simulated anneal-
ing. The freedom of cells are confined by clusters. In (b), cells are next
to each other. Moving a cell will change all the locations of cells on
the right. Although the authors in [19] employed wirelength estimation
technique, this flat annealing is still the most time consuming part. (c)
was used in [11, 14]. Its drawback is that all the bins have the same width
while every bin has different total cell width. This problem becomes se-
rious especially when the average number of cells per bin is small, or
the cell widths vary considerably. In this case the improved wirelength
does not correlate to the true wirelength after spreading cells. (d) is new
method in our approach. The idea is to keep cells overlapped at bin cen-
ters for speeding up cost evaluation process. However, the bin widths
are not fixed. The center of a bin will be updated periodically in the

simulated annealing3, according to the summation of bin widths for all
the bins on the left. As the temperature becomes lower, less moves are
accepted, thus the changes of bin widths become smaller. This proce-
dure of minimizing wirelength will converge at the end. The overlapped
placement obtained by this method correlates well to the placement after
spreading out cells, providing a good initial point for detailed placement.

It should be noted that the method of variable-width bins could be
extended to low-density standard-cell designs. White space, or feed-
through area can be assigned into bins and the simulated annealing ap-
proach can still be applied. The only difference is that the bins are wider
now — it contains not only the cells but also the white space. Detailed
placement process needs to be modified accordingly.

3.4 Balance Control

Control of the maximum row length is a very important topic for de-
signs with high row utilization. A gradual budget assignment approach
was proposed in [16] on this problem. In our placement flow, the row
unbalance comes from the inexact bisections and bin annealing. It is
well-known that low tolerances of partitioning result in suboptimal ob-
jectives. Moreover, due to the accumulation of the unbalance for a series
of partitionings, it is extremely hard to control the row balance by low-
ering the tolerance in partitioning. Similarly, in the bin annealing stage,
banning the cluster moves that violate row balance substantially confines
the freedom of clusters and results in loss of placement quality.

The bin adjustment method in Section 3.2 partially helps reducing the
row unbalance, yet it cannot eliminate the unbalance. The author in [9]
uses a network flow based algorithm to solve the balancing problem.
We simplified the flow model in which cells can only be moved between
adjacent rows and implemented the similar approach.

The cell annealing stage provides a good opportunity to control the
maximum row length. There are two ways to achieve this objective:
penalizing the overflowed rows, or disallowing moves that violates row
balance. The former needs fine tuning of simulated annealing for appro-
priate coefficients, while the latter is relatively easy. According to our
simplicity principle, we adopt the second approach in our work.

Another detail for the implementation of cell annealing is the choice
of move types. We allow both cell swapping and cell shifting, i.e., mov-
ing a cell from one bin to another. Experiments show that introducing
cell shifting not only improves wirelength results, but also greatly helps
the balance control. Moreover, our experience indicates that the flow-
based row adjustment method is unnecessary in our flow — cell based
annealing solves the balance problem well.

In our experiments, we observed that balance control for very tight
design (e.g., 0.01% white space) is very difficult and usually leads to
significant loss of quality. Considering that this very tight design is less
relevant with real designs, we do not further discuss balance control
problem for very tight designs.

3.5 Spreading Cells

At the beginning of the final placement stage, we face the problem of
spreading the cells within the bins. The authors in [30] use the optimal
placer for small placement instances. We integrated the same branch-
and-bound algorithm to spread cells in bins with less than 8 cells. How-
ever, we found that this step is unnecessary in our placement flow, as the
later local improvement covers the difference between an optimal spread
and a random spread.

Table 2 shows that the gain from optimal spreading cells is shadowed
by the later local improvement step. This is not the first time we have met
the situation: an optimization at a given step may not be necessary due
to the following optimizations. We hope that the experience obtained
from experiments will be helpful for understanding placement problem
in a global view.

3For example, before the temperature change.



test circuit 1 test circuit 2
stage random optimal random optimal

spreading spreading spreading spreading
after cell annealing 4.50 4.06

after spreading 4.68 4.55 5.20 4.79
after local impr. 4.52 4.52 4.46 4.41
Impr. at last step 3.4% 0.7% 14.2% 7.9%

Table 2: Comparison of final placement wirelengths using random
spreading or optimal spreading. Although optimal spreading gives
better wirelength at this step, the final wirelength after local im-
provement step is similar to that of random spreading.

4. Experimental Results
In order to create a set of benchmarks with correct routing informa-

tion, we scale circuits in IBM-PLACE to match the standard-cell sizes
in a 0.18µm library, which was obtained from Artisan Components Inc.
through the academic research support program. We then output a pair
of LEF/DEF files and use an industrial floorplanner to decide the core
size and rows. Another source of benchmarks are from ISPD01 bench-
marks suits[22]. These benchmarks are in structural verilog file for-
mat. We use an industrial synthesis tool to compile them with 0.18µm
standard-cell library to create LEF/DEF files. The circuits size range
from 3,000 cells to 66,700 cells. The row utilization of all the circuits
are more than 98%. Four or six routing layers are used for the bench-
marks.

We compared our placement tool with a well-known industrial placer,
Cadence QPlace (Silicon Ensemble, Version 5.3), and a state-of-the-art
academic placer, Capo (September 2001 version).4 All three placers
read the same LEF/DEF files and output placement results in DEF for-
mat. We then use Cadence WarpRouter to read the placement outputs
and do global and final routing. We consider the routing result success
(no violation), finished(with a small number of violations) or failure (too
many violations or out of time). Experimental result summary5 in Table
3 shows that Dragon produces better placement in terms of routabil-
ity. Also Dragon produces layout with shorter wirelength and smaller
number of vias (measured after global and detailed routing by Cadence
WarpRoute).

Placer Successful routing Finished routing Failed routing
QPlace 8 4 0
Capo 7 2 3

Dragon 10 2 0

Table 3: Comparison between Cadence QPlace, Capo and Dragon
on 12 circuits. We consider the routing result as success (no vio-
lation), finished (with a small number of violations) or failed (too
many violations or out of time).

5. Conclusion
The main idea of this paper is a simple-but-good placer for wirelength

minimization. We have shown that minimizing wirelength is still the im-
portant topic for routability, even in modern fixed-die context. We hope
that the simplicity of the placer can help future studies on more complex
issues in placement process, such as meeting timing constraints.
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